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Ask: Complete, improve, and expand London's Greenway network 

We call on London local election candidates to commit to complete, improve, and expand 

London's Greenway network, a vital resource for all ability walking and cycling. 

The Problem 

The major barrier to cycling is the fear of being injured or killed by motor traffic, which 

disproportionately deters children and older people. Research on user preferences suggests an ideal 

cycling environment would be completely away from motor traffic. Such places - Greenways - tend 

to be safe, pleasant and green, with low levels of noise and air pollution. 

But London's Greenway network remains incomplete. A large proportion of the network remains 

'proposed'; what currently exists is disjointed and some parts of London have only limited access to 

Greenway provision. Some Greenways are poorly maintained and badly connected to each other. 

Others have barriers that obstruct cyclists, even where cycling is permitted. These are particularly 

problematic for disabled cyclists and those carrying children; they often also obstruct wheelchair 

users. Similarly some Greenway access points may lack step free access or involve steep gradients. 

Benefits of Greenways 

London's Greenways are popular and usage continues to grow (by 21% between 2010-2011on five 

sample sites). Cyclists and pedestrians use Greenways for a variety of purposes, from exercise to 

getting to work and to the shops. Greenways are vital infrastructure for local city trips. TfL's 2010 

monitoring report [1] found that '72% of greenway users live local to the routes and many use the 

routes as an alternative to car trips.' By providing both active travel and access to green space, 

Greenways support the physical, mental and emotional health of urban children and adults [2], [3]. 

Greenways help widen participation in active travel. The 2011 TfL London Greenways monitoring 

report found that these routes are popular with children, as well as with 'older people, disabled 

people and minority ethnic groups' [4]. The access to green space and motor-free travel that 

Greenways provide can be particularly important for Londoners without access to private outside 

space, and those less able or less willing to share space with motor traffic. As TfL says, these routes 

reach out to people who might not otherwise feel able to walk or cycle. 

Some current Greenways, such as the Regents' Canal in Hackney, are becoming congested at peak 

times because of the growing numbers of people walking and cycling along them. While this can 

create less pleasant conditions, it is important to recognise that people go out of their way to walk 

or cycle on a Greenway because they find it relatively safe, pleasant and non-polluted. Completing, 

improving and expanding the Greenway network (and other parts of the cycle network) could ease 

the strain on the existing routes by providing a finer mesh of attractive alternatives. 

What might this mean for ward level campaigning? 

Depending on the local context, it might mean campaigning for: 

 Access through a park for considerate cycling, perhaps as part of a trial 

 Remove barriers obstructing cyclists' (and often wheelchair users') entry 
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 Improving facilities e.g. surfacing, lighting 

 Infrastructure linking up local traffic-free routes 

 Commitment to facilitating Greenway construction where this is planned or there is an 

existing local campaign 
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